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Part one:
IntRodUCtIon
You are information.
The fact that the universe exists is a single
piece of information.
Information is the raw material of life.
DNA is information.
The fact that we believe G-d exists is a single piece
of information.
All facts, memories, visualizations, experiences,
emotions, and feelings that you store in your brain
are information.
People’s emotions are all information.
The rules of a baseball game are information.
All religions are comprised of information.
All medicine is comprised of information.
Information is what you use to solve problems.
What I’m saying is everything that is . . . is information. And this simple word you skip over every day—
“Excuse me, I need some information. What time is
it?”—this simple word, under-used in life and over-used
in computers, is actually a key to unraveling the
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universe and gaining success and fulfillment in every
aspect of your life.
Come again?
I repeat: the simple word information is actually your
key to unraveling the universe and gaining success and
fulfillment in every aspect of your life. How’s that for
a piece of information?
What gives a simple, everyday word like information
the right to claim so much power? And what gives me
the right to talk to you about it?
I’m glad you asked.
I dropped out of college in my first semester, after
my father passed away, and went into business selling
wigs out of the trunk of my car. This was not a particularly impressive beginning, but my desire was such that
I worked like crazy and, with what I then considered
dumb luck, built a little company called Wig Flair into
a sizeable enterprise and sold it to a larger company.
I then started a jeans business called Faded Glory.
Later on, in the early days of computers, I founded
Leading Edge, a computer manufacturing company.
I was the first guy to make an IBM computer clone,
which became the precursor for Dell and all the other
manufacturers, and my company went from zero to a
couple of hundred million dollars.
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So I may be qualified to share with you what it takes
to be a successful entrepreneur, but that’s not what’s
interesting or important. What’s truly valuable is what I
learned along the way about the profound impact that
information has on every aspect of our lives. Having the
right information at the right time, even a single piece
of information, can change the course of your life or
even save it.
I’m not a pie-in-the-sky guy. I’m a meat and potatoes
kid from Newton, Massachusetts, so what I’m talking
about is practical, scientific, down to earth stuff. But,
before I pass along the formula I’ve learned, I want to
relate a little bit about how I came to learn it.
I had three mentors.

tHRee mentoRs
life
My first mentor was life itself, better known as the
School of Hard Knocks. All entrepreneurs will tell you
about those knocks, and I’ve had more than my share.
But, I don’t call them hard knocks anymore because
every setback, no matter how painful, is a valuable
learning experience.
This begins to define what I’m getting at when I talk
about information. Every interaction you have every
day of your life is a learning experience and an opportu-
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nity. It is simply new information. I believe everything
that happens is a learning experience provided by
something I refer to as the Great Big Box of
Information in the Sky. Hang in there and you’ll
see what I mean.
Herman
My second mentor was a man named Herman Kahn.
Herman was a unique sort of genius. He was a think
tank scholar—what they used to call a “futurist.”
During the mid-seventies and early eighties, I knew
him as head of the Hudson Institute in Croton-onHudson in New York where, among other things, he
supplied nuclear war strategies for the Pentagon.
One day I was reading in People magazine that
President Nixon’s former press secretary, Ron Ziegler,
had become a consultant, and I wondered: why can’t
he consult with me? He’d sure be able to teach me a
few things.
So I called the White House. The White House took
a message, and within a day Ron Ziegler called me
back. I hired him to teach me about politics, and as
a result of meeting Ron, I met Richard Nixon. And,
as a result of meeting Nixon, I met a man who the
former President told me could teach me about
defense, a subject that concerned me at the time.
The man to whom Nixon referred me was
Herman Kahn.
The Information Equation
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Her m an Kahn

So, one spring day in 1976, there I was—a 28-year-old
high school graduate sitting across the table from this
300-pound, bearded giant someone once referred to as
“the smartest man in the world.” Herman was a man
bigger than any pigeonhole our culture could think to
put him in. He had a consummate knowledge of
geography, economics, history, culture, and mathematics—and he was a physicist by training! He had
accurately predicted “The Coming Boom” in the
U.S. economy in a book by that name. He accurately
predicted that Japan would emerge as a super-state.
10
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He had accurately predicted the Internet—and this
was back in 1977 with his huge frame seated before a
prehistoric Radio Shack desktop computer. And he
predicted that one day there would be Islamic Jihad—
and this was back in the 1970s!
From that day in 1976 until his death in 1982, I
considered this extraordinary and under-recognized
thinker my friend and teacher. In exchange for my
consulting on the business affairs of the Hudson
Institute, Herman agreed to try to make me an
educated man.
I took six months off from my company and read
several dozen books from a reading list he supplied me.
Then we began to meet and talk. I used to visit him at
his home in Chappaqua and we would take hikes
together. It was on one of these walks that he said
something that would shape every aspect of my life
thereafter. Herman said, “There is enough information
in the world to solve any problem.” I was stunned.
“What do you mean?” I asked.
He replied: “Since Watson and Crick discovered
DNA, we have enough information to solve any
problem!”
I couldn’t believe my ears. It stopped me in my
tracks. Something gigantic clicked for me, like the
tumblers of a combination lock falling precisely into
place. The fact that there is enough information in
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the world to solve any problem boggled my mind. If
there is enough information to solve any problem, why
are there still so many problems?
I specifically remember asking him why we had
failed so miserably in Vietnam. He told me that he had
offered a viable solution to Vietnam early on to one of
the most powerful Cabinet members, but the Cabinet
member’s ego was so big that he couldn’t accept it.
Herman was opening my eyes to another reality:
there might be enough information in the world to
solve any problem, but that didn’t mean people would
use it.
I had much more to learn about human nature and
how people can stand in their own way when trying
to solve their problems. Yet, the simple idea that any
problem could be solved liberated me. It gave me a way
to view the future in only a positive way.
How I came to meet Herman also points up two
crucial aspects of my character that I encourage each of
you to uncover in yourself. First, a relentless thirst for
knowledge (or information you can use). Maybe I was
making up for never having gone to college, but I felt
compelled to learn everything, from politics to philosophy. Later, my hunger for knowledge would extend into
more metaphysical realms. But back then, when I was
running Faded Glory Jeans and met up with Herman
Kahn, I couldn’t get enough information about the
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world we’re living in. The second aspect of character
that my meeting with Herman demonstrated is the
power of directness and thinking without limits.
Whenever I have wanted to know something, I have
never had a problem going directly to the source,
directly to the top.
the metaphysical Universe
Seventeen years later, in 1993, the metaphysical dimension of information, allowed me to access information
in entirely new ways. This was the final component of
what I call the “Information Equation.”
I learned two important principles that allowed me to
access information that I didn’t have before. They are
called restriction and sharing, and I will explain them to
you later.

The Information Equation
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The gr e at b ig box
of i n for m ati on i n the s ky
co n ta in s al l of t he i n for m at i o n
yo u n e e d to s olv e a n y p r o b l em .

Part two:
tHe gReAt BIg BoX oF
InFoRmAtIon In tHe skY
So here’s some information about information: everything is information. As I said before, it’s the Library of
Congress; it’s what your customer is thinking while you
are negotiating; it’s the next big idea that will propel
your career; it’s what you can say to your wife or
husband or partner that will make them smile and hug
you. It is everything that is, everything that ever was,
and everything that ever will be.
14
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Sometimes information takes the form of a fact that
you’re looking for. Sometimes it takes the form of a
person you run into accidentally. But, what you want
with information is access. You want to know how to
program your iPod, but you also want to meet the love
of your life, or to find yourself at a great dinner with
amazing friends, and to make the right decision
tomorrow morning regarding your business. You want
the universe to flow and you want to flow right along
with it, so you’re in the right place at the right time.
The Great Big Box of Information in the Sky is
filled with all the information that exists in the
universe. That box is accessible to all of us. We were
created to be carriers of information; to be processors,
consumers, collectors, creators, and messengers of
that information.
Without the hearts and minds of human beings,
though, information is useless. This is why we are all
connected. We are all creatures of information . . . and
we need each other to find it and use it effectively.
Why, then, don’t all of us have all the information
we need? Because even though the Great Big Box
can transmit the information, we are cut off from it.
We are blocked.
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what Blocks Us From Information?
It’s as if the universe was a vast radio station transmitting all the information you need to fulfill your
determined desires 24/7, but you’re listening with a
tiny transistor radio that can only tune in to part of it.
There is, as Herman Kahn said, “Enough information
in the world to solve any problem”. . . if you can find it
and put it in the correct order or sequence.
The implications of that are staggering. It turns the
conventional view of reality on its head, with its
paradigm of limits and the inevitability of pain, suffering, and death. The notion of this Great Big Box of
Information in the Sky helps us to realize that there
really are no problems, only gaps in information or
blockages in the information flow. Were we to break
through these blockages, the information we need
would be accessible everywhere, like air.
If Herman Kahn was right—and I believe he was—
we could cure AIDS tomorrow if we put all the relevant
doctors and researchers in a room, gave them all the
money they needed, and told them they couldn’t come
out until the job was done. The information is there.
So what blocks us? The answer, simply, is a lack of
desire and determination. What else? The negative
aspects of our ego, anger, control, pride, hate,
judgment, greed, fear, grudges, laziness, envy, jealousy,
and lack of appreciation.
16
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Our negative traits cut us off from information.
When we are too lazy and lack desire to put in massive
amounts of hard work; when we are locked away inside
ourselves, trying to hoard our information, our money,
and our energy; and when we close ourselves down
from others through envy and resentment, we close
ourselves off from the information flow. We’re shortcircuiting ourselves from the infinite Information
Box supply.
So that’s the situation. At any moment, you could
access the information you need. Is this the right
person to make a deal with? Is this the right investment? Is this the right way to talk to my child? Is this
the right food to eat? In the infinite treasure chest
of information, at each moment, you could tune in
precisely to the piece you need. But—and I’m going
to be presumptuous here—you don’t.
So I’m going to share a formula with you consisting
of precise steps to unlimited success. It’s a business
plan for your life called the Information equation.
Apply the Information Equation constantly in your
life and your business, and the Great Big Box of
Information in the Sky will open up to you.

The Information Equation
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Desire + Determination + Information + Order = Success.
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T HE I NF ORMATI ON EQUATION

D e si r e Plus...

desIRe & deteRmInAtIon ARe tHe
BedRoCk oF tHe UnIveRse
In the beginning there was desire.
If that sounds like the opening words of some new
sort of Bible, in a way it is. It is the first component of
the Information Equation, the place where you sign up
for unlimited access to the universe. When they were
giving out desire, I seem to have been given a healthy
share. I was probably a natural entrepreneur. I can
remember being seven years old and talking with my
The Information Equation
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The L i t t le Candy St or e

father about Mr. Kay’s little red candy store on
Waltham Street. I wanted to buy that store. The
other kids wanted candy. I wanted a candy store.
Such was the nature of my desire.
You must be honest about your desire, and about
the limiting beliefs and attitudes that block it, because
desire is natural to the human species.
The truth is, the more desire you have, the more
successful you can be. And the more successful you
are, the more you can participate in the flow of life, and
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contribute to others. It is successful people who build
the charities and public institutions, and give people
jobs, encouragement, and inspiration. Play small with
a small desire and you will encourage others to stay
small. Play big and you will encourage others to get
bigger, too.
Although I have no professional expertise in the area
of health, I have always been drawn to health issues.
Maybe it’s because my father died young in 1966, and

Presiden t Ronald Re ag an
&
Mi chae l Shane
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I felt helpless because there was nothing I could do
to help him.
So, when AIDS began its rampage through the
immune systems of people all over the world and the
medical community was baffled and people were terrified, I felt driven to do something. I had some business
dealings at the time with a former senior advisor to
the President. I called him and suggested we create
an AIDS educational project; perhaps a tape that could
be distributed with all the information then known.
(During the making of this videotape, I discovered
that a cure for my father’s disease had been made
available in 1967—less than a year after his death.
I’ve thought many times about how my world would
have been different if someone had pushed to get
that information out a year earlier.)
We then met Dr. Robert C. Gallo, the scientist who
had originally discovered the AIDS virus. I recall the
Saturday afternoon we spent with him in the basement
of the National Institutes of Health. We asked him
point-blank: “Dr. Gallo, if you had the AIDS virus, what
would you do?” His answer was simple and immediate:
“I would take AZT.”
I was there with a man who had been a presidential
advisor, and he had never heard of AZT! The conversation with Dr. Gallo led us to Dr. Samuel Broder, the
scientist who ran the clinical trials for AZT at the
National Cancer Institute. He revealed that it was the
22
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T HE I NF ORMAT ION EQUATI ON

D e t e r m i nat io n Plus. ..

only drug that could stop the replication of the virus. We
were amazed, and headed on to the next link of the
chain, the President’s domestic advisor, Gary Bauer.
We met with him in the White House, told him of AZT,
and that afternoon, crossing Pennsylvania Avenue, I felt
a kind of chill. It was the euphoric feeling that comes
with the knowledge that you have truly accomplished
something. You pushed and pushed to share some vital
information with the world . . . and won. You made
a difference.
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Shortly thereafter, President Reagan went to the
National Institutes of Health, cited Dr. Broder for his
work with AZT, and appointed him head of the
National Cancer Institute. Today, AZT has slowed the
onset of the ravages of the AIDS virus in millions of
people.
I relate this story not to impress you, but to show
you how desire works to create wonderful things. It
propelled me to become successful at an early age and
to never rest, regardless of my success. Personal desire
has even driven me to areas outside my “expertise,”
where logic says you can’t make a difference. When
the desire is there, you can.
Maybe you have that kind of desire. Maybe you’re
an entrepreneur who’s in it for the love of the game
and not simply for the bank account, and that desire
will never let you rest either. That’s great. But that
level of desire isn’t a requirement for enjoying success
and fulfillment in life. Whatever your path—butcher,
baker, candlestick maker, father, mother, artist—you
were born with the desire deep within you to be your
greatest self, and the information of the cosmos is
waiting to help you achieve it.
Yet desire by itself isn’t enough. It must be followed
with determination. The moment you resolve to be
successful, every bone in your body will immediately
orient itself in that direction. Everything will begin
to move in the direction of your desire. On the other
24
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hand, if you think “this is never going to work out,”
then at that instant every cell in your being will be
deflated and give up the fight . . . and everything will
move in the direction of failure.
That’s worth repeating. Think negatively and everything will move in the direction of failure. Resolve to
be victorious and every nerve and fiber of your being
will immediately orient itself toward your success.
Your desire is the start of it all. But your determination
dictates the very actions you take toward your success.
(An individual might desire to become healthy and
fit, yet be determined to lie on the couch.) Desire
and determination are very different things. You must
have both.

The Information Equation
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T HE INF ORMAT ION EQ UATI ON

The r e are 3 di st i nct chan n e ls
fo r ac ce ssi ng i n fo rmat io n .

InFoRmAtIon
tHe tHRee CHAnnels
We now come to information itself, the third piece
of the Information Equation, after Desire and Determination. You can enjoy success in life to varying
degrees and not be consciously applying the Information Equation. But, the Information Equation is in
harmony with the laws of the universe. So, to access
the information, there are three channels you need
to pursue. It’s like being in a jet with three engines.
26
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You could, technically, fly on one engine. But, if you
really want to be sure to get where you’re going in all
aspects of your life, you need to run on all three.
The first channel you need in order to access the
information is hard work.

The Information Equation
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Hard Work

T H E INF ORMATI ON EQUATION

Th e fi rst chan ne l fo r ac ce s s i n g
info r mat i o n i s HARD WOR K.

CHAnnel one • HARd woRk
Collecting Information through traditional means
Channel One is simple to understand, though not so
easy to do. Simply put, it is intense action. Opening
yourself to the information of the universe is not a
quick-fix cure-all substitute for hard work. Actually,
it’s an invitation to hard work—the most fulfilling and
enlightening hard work you’ll ever do.
As part of this endeavor, you need an unquenchable
thirst for information.
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On the simplest level, you can’t succeed without the
right information. So, on the most basic level of information, you’ve got to arm yourself with five times more
information than you think you’ll need. You never
know which piece of information will be the one that
triggers the difference for you . . . that puts all the
pieces in place. You can’t know enough about your
subject or particular profession. You can exhaust the
libraries, Internet, and bookstores to start with. You
can go to college or graduate school and take courses.
At the same time, you can network imaginatively and
creatively with people who have information you need.
Nobody can do it alone. My three mentors are proof
of that. To open yourself to the information flow is to
open yourself up to the universe, to become its citizen
in good standing, and to never stop exploring and
asking questions. Questions are the skeleton keys to
information.
Meet as many people as you can, but don’t do so just
to get something from them! You have no idea who will
turn out to be the person who changes your life. There
are seven billion people in the world, and each one has
unique information, just like every person has two eyes,
two ears, one nose, one mouth, and a face that’s
uniquely different. Every person you meet is a messenger for you. That business person you’re certain will
give you the job you need may actually turn out to be a
blind alley, and the total stranger sitting next to you on
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the train could change the direction of your whole life.
The point is that our minds are limited, but information isn’t. Open the flow from the Great Big Box
of Information in the Sky and listen to what it tells
you. You will always be surprised, and you will always
be rewarded.
You also have to tear down the walls to information.
Just like we’ve erected barriers to certain people and
thus shut off the flow, we have built our own walls to
information. “I’ll never ask so-and-so,” “I’ll never go to
such and such media, those magazines, that newspaper,
and those web sites. They don’t have information I
need.” How do you know? We have defined ourselves
and live within the confines of those definitions.
Forget it. Tear down the walls. Never procrastinate
when it comes to a thought or an action. Always anticipate the information you may need. When you are
open to the information flow, you don’t know where
the information you need will come from.
My chance meeting with Herman Kahn took place
because of my interest in defense, but after listening
to him talk about information technology, I decided
to get into the computer business. Through my desire
and determination, plus a huge effort to read computer
magazines, attend computer shows, and talk with
people in this emerging industry, I switched from
jeans to computers and started a company that created
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IBM clones. Today, this category accounts for more
than 95% of the personal computer industry. Having
the right information at the right time can definitely
change your life, and other lives as well. You never
know where a vital piece of information will come
from. Herman Kahn told me he got some of his best
information from cab drivers.
So that’s Channel One: Hard Work. Anticipate the
information you will need. Put in the time, put in the
work, put in the investment of getting all the information you can. Also, always anticipate what can go wrong
and do all you can to get the information to avoid
problems before they arise.
Opening up to the importance of information gives
you the confidence to know that no work is wasted, and
every failure or setback is a training ground for your
next success.
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Restriction

Hard Work

T H E INF ORMATI ON E QUATION

The seco nd channel fo r acc es s i n g
in fo rmat i on i s RESTRICTION .

CHAnnel two • RestRICtIon
or not Reacting
Now we’re moving into more complicated ground,
but rest assured, the principle we are about to discuss
produces nothing short of miracles.
The first thing we need to do is make a daily assault
on our number one enemy: the negative aspects of our
own ego that block us from the information we need.
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To wage this war, we first have to get clear about
the enemy—the automatic, limiting, reactive parts of
our natures. I know the word ego has been endlessly
discussed and analyzed in psychological and self-help
literature. And who am I to tell you something new?
I’m not going to tell you anything new. I’m just going
to tell you about a technique that works. The technique
is this: every second of your life you are reacting to the
outside world, and the time to stop is now.
Someone tells you that you’re brilliant and you light
up inside. They tell you you’re fired and you reach
for the Prozac. They tell you the 5:15 train to work is
delayed and you’re furious. They tell you it’s going to
be 78 degrees and sunny, and you’re happy.
Each one of these scenarios illustrates automatic,
unconscious, and uncontrolled behavior in which you
are responding mechanically to stimuli. Reactive
behavior means you are not in control. It means you
are allowing circumstances to determine your response
instead of using your own mind to shape the circumstances around you.
Even though this is your life every minute, it’s
immediately obvious that this behavior isn’t a recipe
for happiness or success. It’s a recipe for what you see
every day in the newspapers and on TV: a world of
war, disease, pain, and endless suffering.
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Try to not allow yourself to react. If you restrict your
automatic reactive nature, you will get control of your
life. . . . You will open up to a deeper part of yourself
and that will open you up to the information flow.
It’s anger that’s blocking the information and causing
you to make bad decisions. It’s the impulsive behavior,
the knee jerk reactions, the walking out the door time
and time again when someone presses those hot
buttons of your pride . . . it’s all that reactive behavior
that’s blocking your access.
The basic truth of the universe—and you don’t need
me to tell you this—is that the only constant is change.
That means that the way things look this second won’t
be the same way a second later. The person who is
impossible to cope with today suddenly won’t seem that
way tomorrow. The business situation that appears
hopeless today will look different tomorrow. We know
this, but we don’t live our lives as if we know this.
Reacting is telling yourself that the situation of this
moment is real and permanent, even when it clearly is
not. When you react, you’re stuck in the situation and
probably operating from inaccurate information as
well. If you restrict, you’re opening yourself up for new
information to come in. If I decided that this guy is a
jerk and has nothing to offer, I’m stopped there. If I
restrict my reaction and allow the possibility that his
behavior now may be causing a reaction in me, but
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there is more to him and more to the situation, I’m
allowing more information to flow my way.
I was once negotiating a business deal with a gentleman. It was late in the day, about 4 o’clock, and he said
something to me that was outrageous, out of line, and it
hurt my feelings. My dignity rose up and everything in
me said “Hang up on this jerk and walk away from this
deal.” But, I took a moment and I practiced restriction.
I didn’t listen to the first thing that came into my head.
I stayed calm and said, “OK, let’s talk about this
tomorrow.” The next day I called him and it was like
talking to a different guy. He had been under stress,
or had low blood sugar, or someone had pressed some
of his buttons . . . who knows and who cares? But, I
had a goal. I wanted to get the business deal done and
that was far more important to me than my ego, my
reactions, my pride, or any of the other illusions that
go on inside me. And by doing that—by letting him
be, not reacting to him, and giving it another day—
his reactions and my reactions to him disappeared,
and we ended up with the deal.
Here’s the secret behind restriction: 90% of the
things you worry about never happen. If you reach
an impasse, just wait. Tomorrow it will be different.
The information is all there. Don’t get caught up in the
drama and cut yourself off from it. The problem of
today may not persist until tomorrow, so Restrict,
Restrict, Restrict.
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And let’s say it does persist. You do lose your job.
Your business does go south. He or she does walk out
the door.
When you live in your reactions and the day-to-day
drama, it’s all about pain and suffering. When you are
open to the information flow, you get more from the
Information Box. It’s been said that every curse is a
blessing and every blessing is a curse. What does that
mean? It means we don’t really know. We have limited
information, and that’s why we need to be open to the
flow. What seems like a curse, and losing your business
sure qualifies as that, can actually be the best thing that
ever happened to you. The universe may be preparing
you for the next, bigger, better thing, and you need to
let go and welcome it.
The point of restriction is that you matter. You are
not an isolated, insignificant entity. You are connected
to the Great Big Box of Information in the Sky. So,
when your attitude changes and your reactivity is
brought into check, people and the universe will treat
you differently. That will open up the floodgates to
the information you need.
It’s an amazing paradox. Restrict your automatic and
egotistical reactions—the negative aspects of your ego,
anger, control, pride, hate, judgment, greed, fear,
grudges, laziness, envy, and jealousy—and the universe
will stop restricting your information flow!
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Sharing

Restriction

Hard Work

T H E I N F ORMAT ION EQUATI ON

The thir d ch anne l fo r access i n g
in format ion i s SHARING & TI TH IN G.

CHAnnel tHRee • sHARIng & tItHIng
the only way to truly remove chaos from your life
Now we get to the third channel. Whether you’re
a business person or not, the world has taught you
this since you were born: “Hang on to what you’ve
got because you never know where you’ll get more.
Save your money, don’t let other people trick you,
and the world is full of cons and rip-offs. Look out
for Number One. I mean, if you don’t look out for
Number One, who will?”
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Now we come to a paradox. If you want to receive,
you have to give. Conversely, if you hold on, you can’t
receive. Let go, and you will receive.
What is this about?
Information flow teaches that we are part of a
continuum, a system. When we are open to it, we are
part of the flow and the universe gives us just the information we need at every moment. When the negative
aspects of our ego close us off, we lock the gates and
access is denied.
So how do you get into the flow? By opening up. And
how do you open up? By giving.
Tithing is really a formal aspect of sharing pertaining
to money; they are interlocked, but I will treat them
separately for the moment.
How does sharing work? It is simply the universal
law behind the current cliché: what goes around, comes
around. It is based on a fundamental cosmic principle
of cause and effect. There is no cause without an effect.
There is no effect without a cause. The flow of information is governed by these same universal principles.
When you share, the Great Big Box of Information
in the Sky opens up. You somehow get bigger than
yourself and your own little domain, and are able to let
the welfare of others govern your actions.
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This may happen by giving money or by volunteering
your time, labor, or even just ideas.
It may happen through volunteering in a homeless
shelter, tutoring kids, becoming a truly giving person to
those around you, or being a donor to worthy causes;
whatever path of sharing you choose, you are saying to
the universe “This isn’t only about me.”
And the Information Box reacts to the law of cause
and effect—the more you share, the more you will
receive. You can’t figure it out with your head, but it
is a law. For every act of sharing somewhere, somehow
you will be rewarded.
The Great Big Box of Information in the Sky is there
to be shared. The more information we share, the more
information it’s going to give us to share.
Here is the surprising truth about sharing. When you
give something away, you are never really giving something away! That’s an awesome concept to me. When
you give something away, you’re getting back something
that you need; one form of information for a better
form of information. I’m not saying you have to inappropriately divulge information. That’s silly. I’m saying
share usefully and effectively. Network, find partners,
stop hoarding and stop holding on. When you share,
you aren’t reacting, you are taking charge.
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Each of us is programmed to be obsessed with
ourselves. Sometimes, this makes it uncomfortable
to share. It goes against our smaller nature. But, our
greater and wiser nature loves to share . . . and the
universe and the Great Big Box of Information love
to respond in kind. It works like a mirror.
We all know that the golden rule of life is “do unto
others as you would have them do unto you.” The
golden rule of success is “the more health, wealth,
and success you want to receive and achieve, the
more you need to share.”

tItHIng
Put Your money where the Information Is
And that brings us to tithing, a chance to put our
money where our mouth is. Or, more accurately, it’s
a chance to put our money where the information is!
Tithing is an old-fashioned word, and it may sound
quaint to you. Tithing is mentioned in the Bible. In
fact, a part of the Old Testament says you should give
away no less than 10% and no more than 20% of your
income. Many religions practice tithing as a means
of sharing.
But, I’m speaking of tithing in a scientific sense,
not a religious one. There are invisible forces at work
in the universe. Ever hear of electricity? Ever see it?
Ever see gravity?
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The way to know that sharing works as a force is
simply to watch the results. Take 10% of your income
and donate it to an institution, church, synagogue,
or a charity you’re certain is doing good work. Give
10% consistently, no matter how much your earnings
increase.
Just remember something about the law of cause
and effect. It may take time to lead to results. You
may tithe now and not receive something in return
right away. You may receive health for a loved one,
or a great opportunity in business, and it may
happen five years from now. That time lag is the
single biggest obstacle to having certainty about
sharing your money.
I know this is revolutionary. I’m asking a businessperson to give away money to secure his or her
livelihood and the well-being of his/her family. I’m
asking a young person at his or her first job to give
away money.
But here’s the secret. When you tithe, you’re not
giving up money. You’re not losing something. You’re
putting a part of your money somewhere so that
your overall nest egg can grow. Isn’t that what you’re
doing when you invest?
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When you put money in a stock and hold on to that
stock for years to derive a profit, is that a subtractive
process? No, it’s additive.
Same with tithing. Share your money and the Great
Big Box of Information in the Sky will share with you.
There is one final step to the Information Equation.
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T H E I N F ORMATI ON EQUATION

Plus Order ...

oRdeR
the sequencing of Information
DNA is an instruction manual to our cells, a book of
life based upon four simple letters. The letters are in a
precise sequence—A, C, G, T—and if you re-arrange
the letters, you will have the right information, but
the wrong sequence. Whenever you are missing pieces
of information or when the information you have is
out of order, it is incorrect.
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So, that’s the final component to the Information
Equation: Order. The information you receive must be
in the proper order for you to achieve success.
Desire and determination motivate you to find the
information that will bring you success. Through hard
work, restricting, and sharing —you draw the information down. The last step in the formula is sequencing
the information properly.
When I consider a new business or product, I
rigorously study the marketplace, the stores, the
competition, my best judgment, and my associates’
best judgment. Then I look inside to every aspect
of my experience and use it to create an opportunity
or solve a problem—to add new information to the
business or product, or to rearrange the product
that exists.
Here’s an example. When I went into the computer
business, there was no low-cost IBM-compatible
computer. IBM itself sold the computer in pieces—
the hard drive was sold separately from the computer
itself, and so was the monitor. We looked at the product
and the market and concluded that a complete PC—
with a built-in hard drive and a monitor included—
would be a good thing. We then priced the complete
computer significantly under what IBM sold its CPU
(central processing unit) for, without the hard drive
and monitor. We, in effect, rearranged the information
with regard to the product.
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Anticipating the popularity of databases well before
the Internet explosion, we were also the first to include
a modem as part of the PC package. This is an example
of adding information. Coming out with a lower price
was also an act of changing information.
Every business profession or aspect of life contains
information in a certain order. Therefore, it is always
subject to adding information or changing the information that exists. Think of how important this is to, say,
a surgeon or an airline pilot. The way they sequence
information during an operation or a pre-flight check
could mean the difference between life and death.
Working with information is a job that never ends.
There is always work to do—taking the information
you get and sorting, shuffling and reshuffling it,
filtering, reorganizing and rearranging until it all falls
into place, and the tumblers of the lock click into
alignment. It’s sort of connecting the dots (like when
you were a kid).

But you have to put the dots in the right place
first. Always be ready to change with a new piece of
information.
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Our genetic code is “A, C, G, T” and when we arrange
them in the wrong sequence we get a mutation. The
same holds true of information in your life. If you have
all the right numbers when you make a telephone call,
but one of them is out of order, you will never connect.
Meditation, prayer, chanting, yoga, running, or
anything that helps you clear the clutter in your
mind will benefit you when you are trying to connect
information in the correct order.
How do you know when you have information in the
correct order? You’ll know it in your gut. The more
experience you have trying and failing and trying and
succeeding, the better your gut instinct will become.
When you are striving for answers it’s like working on
a giant jigsaw puzzle. You pick up a piece and begin
looking. What piece fits into another . . . which one
is an edge piece? Every problem has a solution and
every puzzle can be solved if you keep working at it—
and you have all the pieces.
And that’s the Information Equation: Desire +
Determination + Information + Order = Success.
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T H E I N F ORMAT ION EQUAT I ON

Eq uals Suc cess!

Part three:
wHAt now? sUCCess!
I once asked Herman Kahn whether he thought child
development was more a product of genetics or environment. He replied, “It’s 100% of both.”
Now I ask you, which of the three channels is most
important in connecting to the information we need
when we need it? Well, it requires 100% hard work
in doing all you can do, 100% restriction, and 100%
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sharing. In other words, you need all three. With total
conviction and commitment.
And know it’s in your hands. Remember what
Herman Kahn said: “There is enough information
in the world to solve any problem.”

YoU CAn’t FAIl!
If you believe there is enough information in the world
to solve any problem, you can’t fail. What we call
failure is merely a lack of information, information
in the wrong order, or maybe the time isn’t right to
act on it yet.
Good judgment is the result of experience. You
made a mistake? That’s great! You’ve opened the door
to your next success. We obtain information from
both gain and loss.
Realizing that everything is information, you will
now approach failure as simply incomplete or badly
sequenced information, rather than a reason to feel
like a failure. It’s not personal; don’t get caught up in
the drama, it’s just information.
Someone once said about me that I don’t see
problems, I just see solutions. I take that as a compliment, but it is really a compliment to the Information
Equation. When you understand it is all about information, you realize there are no problems, only inadequate
or improperly sequenced information.
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So, what you have here is practical information. It’s
not just philosophy . . . it’s more like physics. It’s a series
of techniques you can apply every day; techniques that
allow you to access information and solve your
problems.
“Believe in the future.” —Herman Kahn
If there’s anything Herman Kahn taught me, it’s you
have to believe in the future. You don’t need to be timid.
You don’t need to be afraid to ask questions of anybody.
And don’t be afraid of problems.
I encourage you to apply the Information Equation
every day to your problems and to your deepest desires.
It becomes a way of life. Enjoy and trust the process,
knowing that when you hit a snag, you can intervene
with new information by working hard, restricting,
sharing and tithing, and by using these tools to add
information—or re-order the information you have.
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mIRACles
In conclusion, I wish you miracles. What is a miracle?
It’s when you get new information or put the information you’ve already got in the correct order, and use
it to get exactly what you need or want, or to solve a
problem. Where did it come from? Maybe you worked
harder. Maybe you didn’t react to an uncomfortable
situation. Maybe you shared and tithed. But, you kept
going until all the tumblers in that combination lock
fell into place.
And miracles don’t have to be seismic, life-changing
events. Have you ever had a day where everything
seemed to go right? . . . your workday went smoothly,
you spent quality time with your family, and you went
to bed feeling a little wiser—a little further ahead—
than you did when you woke up that morning? Isn’t
that a miracle. And with practice, you can experience
them with amazing frequency.
Finally . . . I wish you miracles in using the Information Equation to solve your problems and get what you
need and want from your life!

i
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issues, including global development and public policy,
as well as developing the primary nuclear war fighting
strategies for the Department of Defense. The Hudson
Institute also advised other governments on futureoriented policy and economics.
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IBM ‘PC clone’ business, and was the first to bring
them to market, challenging IBM head-on. He was
also the first to import computers from both Japan
and South Korea. Leading Edge sales rocketed to
over $200 million. At the same time, he founded the
Leading Edge Educational Foundation that brought
free computer training to thousands of underprivileged
women in the Boston area. Business week crowned
him the “King of Clones” and Computer Reseller news
declared him one of the “Founding Pioneers of the
Computer Age,” along with Bill Gates and Steve Jobs.
Mr. Shane has always had an interest in health-related
issues. In the late eighties, in an effort to educate the
public about the AIDS epidemic, he produced the
documentary AIds: Can I get It?
Today, he is involved in a number of business enterprises and philanthropic activities.
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“There Is Enough Information In The World To
Solve Any Problem” delivers a series of simple,
yet strikingly profound ideas, that can change
the course of your life. Michael B. Shane has
long been fascinated with the power of information. In this book, he compresses the earned
wisdom of a lifetime into a practical guide that
transforms the essence of his philosophy into
a simple formula he calls The Information
Equation.
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